17th ANNUAL PENN STATE RADIATION SAFETY ROUNDTABLE
Penn Stater Conference Center - 215 Innovation Boulevard, State College, PA 16803
September 10 – 12, 2018

MONDAY 9/10/18  8:00 – 5:00 – Room 109 (Regulator Day)
AM:  Arrival and Registrations (8:00 – 8:30) & Kickoff (8:30 – 8:45) Welcome and Introductions

Presentation:  Radon – The Reading Prong
Robert Lewis – PA DEP BRP

Presentation:  PA Radium Sites
Dave Allard – Director of PA DEP BRP

Discussion: How do you define standard of care for IRB studies?

PM:  Discussion: Self-Nominations for the Jeff Leavey “Researcher at Heart” Award

Presentation:  TENORM and You
Bryan Harris – Michigan State

Discussion: Software applications for Rad Safety programs (e.g. BioRAFT)

Presentation:  Diffuse Alpha Radiation Therapy
John Keklak – Jefferson University and Hospitals

TUESDAY 9/11/18  8:30 – 5:00 – Room 109 (No Regulators)
AM:  Discussion: Self-Nominations for the Rob Forrest “Educating a Regulator” Award

Presentation:  “10 Things to Know as the New LSO”
Joe Greco – Upstate Medical Physics

Discussion: Annual Audits – How do you do them? Is RSC involved? How documented?

Presentation:  Panoramic Irradiator
Kendall Berry – Fox Chase Cancer Center

PM:  Presentation:  Operation Gotham Shield
Patrick McDermott – Rutgers University

Discussion: Program challenges/best practices sharing. 1-2 mins per person

Presentation:  An Idyllic Accelerator/Seeing the Betas through the Gammas
Keith Brown/Ashli Nieves – University of Pennsylvania

5:30 – 6:30: Tour the RSEC Reactor Facility – Register by 10:00 AM Tues, bring photo ID

WEDNESDAY 9/12/18  8:30 – 12:00 – Room 109 (No Regulators)
AM:  Presentation: Dosimetry Conversion from Landauer OSL to Marion Instadose+ Badges
Neil Whiteside – Yale-New Haven Hospital

Discussion: MRI Safety

Presentation:  Tales from the Dark Side – Trust but Verify
Andy Miller – Cleveland Clinic

Discussion: Allowing Regulators at Next Year’s Roundtable? Is the first day only format ok?

Closing:  Open mike, loose ends, feedback, future plans, suggested topics, dates for 2019
(September 23-25, 2019)

Other discussion Topics:
• Part 37/Part 40 Source Material
• Pro’s/Con’s of RS being part of EHS
• Instrumentation
• Presentation from Cathy Ribaudo (NIH) - Decommissioning
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